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Dear BMES Sponsor,
The Biomedical Engineering Society (BMES) at UCLA is a student-run chapter that is dedicated
to promoting and enhancing the field of biomedical engineering. Our organization was
established at UCLA in 2000 and currently has over 200 members, with membership from a
large majority of students in the Department of Bioengineering and full support from the
faculty and staff of the Bioengineering department.
BMES at UCLA strives to ensure that any student interested in bioengineering achieves success
with regards to their academic and career goals. By providing students with technical training,
professional development resources, academic advising, and avenues for educational outreach,
we aim to further educate and prepare bioengineering students for success in their future
career paths. Undergraduate and graduate students are actively involved in BMES, and the
society continues to provide them with a platform through which to develop close and personal
relationships with the bioengineering faculty and staff.
After speaking with alumni and industry representatives the past few years, we realized the
need for greater focus on real, hands-on engineering experience at the university level. Last
year, we launched the first of our technical projects with the BMES at UCLA ECG Build Team, a
project-based program where first- and second-year students got a first-hand introduction to
circuitry and coding through building their very own Arduino-based Electrocardiogram. This
year, we are adding another program to the mix, the BMES at UCLA Competition Design team,
an intermediate-level team where students will build their own medical device and put it to the
test at various bioengineering design competitions. Faculty advisors, monthly workshops, and
extensive team collaboration will provide club members with practical and applicable technical
knowledge to further their understanding of bioengineering fundamentals and strengthen their
repertoire for future careers in bioengineering.
On behalf of BMES at UCLA, I invite you to look through our sponsorship package. In return for
your investment in our organization, we offer extensive publicity of your company in
recognition of your donation, discounted participation in our annual Science Vendor Exposition,
and many other benefits. Your support will lead to the enrichment of the educational
experience of UCLA bioengineers, ensuring that the future will be filled with exceptional
problem solvers, medical practitioners, and researchers who will enable our society to thrive.
Thank you for your time and contribution,
Eva Chen
2017-2018 BMES at UCLA President
bmes.seas.ucla.edu
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Events and Programs
BMES at UCLA holds a variety of events and programs every year, ranging from company site
visits to class planning workshops. These programs fall under four categories: technical skills
development, career development, academic/professional skill building, and community
outreach, and are all organized by dedicated board members.

Projects
Technical Skills Development
BMES ECG Build Team
The Electrocardiogram (ECG)
Build Team is an annual, year-long
project started last year where
30-40 students are tasked with
building their very own ECG from
base materials.
Students will be divided into
several small groups throughout
the year. Each group will produce
one ECG as well as be assigned
several small take-home
assignments designed to
reinforce the material on circuitry
and programming that they learn.
Students who are a part of this program need no prior experience building medical devices, as
the ECG Build Team Project Managers are responsible for teaching them the necessary basic
circuitry and programming skills.
More specifically, students will learn skills that include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding the concepts of current, voltage, capacitance, and resistance as well as
the relationships between them
Reading and designing circuit diagrams
Identifying the different components of a circuit
Configuring physical circuits on breadboards with appropriate materials
Understanding how to read and write basic code for Arduino
Identifying the inputs, outputs, different functions, and purpose of an Arduino™ device
Integrating knowledge of C/C++ and circuity to create simple Arduino™ mechanisms
Troubleshooting for both circuits and code
Collaborating with other students to produce a final product
Comprehending the design and creation process of a medical device

bmes.seas.ucla.edu
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BMES Design Team
From the success of last year’s Build Team we have expanded to include a more intermediatelevel design team which will participate in bioengineering design competitions such as the
DEBUT competition and BMES Design Competition.
The project that the BMES Competition Design Team will be to working on this year is the
design and fabrication of a small portable device that would assist with physical recovery of
musculoskeletal injuries through the following features:
• A small accelerometer and gyroscope mounted on a brace to monitor 3D movement
and provide live feedback to the patient on the progress of their recovery.
• A pressure sensor sole insert to be used with the 3D motion sensor on the brace, in
order to retrieve additional patient data.
• A physical therapy game app with pre-loaded exercises (able to be modified depending
on the injury) that grades the user on their execution of the exercise.
Benefits of these remote patient monitoring devices include:
• Increasing the patient movement data available to physical therapists or specialists
• Ensuring proper form of necessary rehabilitation activities which helps lower re-injury
rates
• Reducing cost for patients by lowering post-surgery/post-injury complications

Events
Career Development
Industry Info Sessions
▫ These infosessions are structured by
beginning with formal presentations
followed by a meet-and-greet between
students and company representatives.
▫ They provide invaluable networking
opportunities for students and
concentrate a small pool of competitive
applicants for recruitment for both
summer internship and full-time hires of
top bioengineering undergraduate and graduate students.
▫ Typically, 3 events are held per quarter.

bmes.seas.ucla.edu
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Graduate and Professional
School Info Sessions
These infosessions consist of a short
presentation and a Q&A session with a
panel of faculty, UCLA Bioengineering
alumni, and current upperclassmen to
acquaint BMES members with info and
tips for various post-college pathways.
▫ Annual events are specific to Ph.D., M.S.,
M.D., D.O., and D.D.S. programs.

▫

Academic/Professional Skill-building
Getting into Research Info Session
▫ BMES further generates interest in research
through poster presentations and lab tours.
▫ This infosession enables BMES members to learn
lab techniques in various fields, such as tissue
engineering, drug delivery, microfluidics, and
biomedical devices

Mentorship Program
▫ Upperclassmen are grouped into families of 3-4
mentors, with each mentor designated 1-2
mentees. These families are organized based on
personal interests and/or career goals.
▫ Events held by the mentorship program include
class planning workshops and interview
workshops, etc.

bmes.seas.ucla.edu
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Community Outreach Involvement
Bioengineering Big Buddies (B3)
▫ This monthly mentorship program, established first with Hawthorne Middle School, aims to
stimulate mentee interest in the STEM field, particularly in rapidly-developing
bioengineering and biotechnology fields.
▫ BMES volunteers work with faculty to create interactive science modules, develop
communication skills, and make a lasting impact on the West LA community.
▫ We plan to expand this educational outreach program to disadvantaged communities

Local Volunteer Events
▫ BMES members actively raise funds to support various causes; past community service
campaigns that we have participated in include the American Heart Association Heart Walk,
Relay for Life, Dance Marathon for Pediatric AIDS
▫ We have also had collaborations with other student groups, such as Health Outreach and
Pre-Medical Experience and the 3D Printing Club.

bmes.seas.ucla.edu
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Science Vendor Exposition
▫ This is BMES’ largest annual event, in collaboration with Fisher Scientific.
▫ 35+ science vendors from across the nation showcase their newest innovations and
scientific tools to 450+ attendees associated with the UCLA research communities.
▫ BMES members develop networking skills by contacting company representatives and
organizational skills through execution of event.

Annual Bioengineering Department Open House
▫ BMES members volunteer their efforts to attract high school seniors to the UCLA Henry
Samuel School of Engineering and Applied Sciences.

bmes.seas.ucla.edu
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Annual Expenditures
The estimated funds that BMES at UCLA will need in order to put on its events for the 2016 – 2017
school year are summarized below:

Item

Cost

Annual Total

$250
$600
$100

$250
$600
$100

$300
$100

$300
$100

$100

$100

ECG Build Team:
Hardware – Circuitry, Limb Leads, etc.
Software – Arduino, MATLAB, Simulink, etc.
3D Printing Materials

Design Project:
Software: MATLAB, Simulink licenses
3D Printing: Replacement components
Hardware: Microcontroller (Arduino),
accelerometers, gyroscopes, brace, pressure sensors
Total Design Project Costs

$950

Info Sessions (Industry and Academic)
Food, Drinks, Advertising

$100/event

$1,000

$40/sport
$90/event

$200
$270

$150/event

$1200

$25/event

$75

$1,500
$300
$1,030

$1,500
$300
$1,030

$3,000
$300

$3,000
$300

$8/shirt
Grand Total:

$1,600
$11,925

Mentorship Program
IM Sports Teams
Food, Drinks, Advertising

Bioengineering Big Buddies (B3)
Teaching Module Supplies and Transportation

Local Volunteer Events
Transportation

Science Vendor Exposition
Venue Reservation
Vendor Parking
Food, Drinks, Advertising

End-of-the-Year Banquet
Venue Reservation/Catering
Awards and gifts for faculty advisors

BMES T-Shirts
Printing Costs

bmes.seas.ucla.edu
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Sponsorship Levels

Sponsorship Amount

Recognition of Your
Company's Donations

Gold

Silver

Bronze

$450+

$300+

$150+

All Events

General Meetings &
End-of-the-Year
Banquet

General Meetings &
End-of-the-Year
Banquet

Newsletter

Company
Advertisement/Logo

Newsletter

Website

Website

Club Apparel

Website

Club Apparel

Event Banner

Company Info sessions

Priority scheduling

Regular scheduling

Regular scheduling

Table at Science Vendor
Expo

Discounted ($50 off)

Not Discounted

Not Discounted

Advertisement on Flyers

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Invitation to

Yes

End-of-the-Year

(2 invitations)

Banquet
Free BMES at UCLA Gear

T-shirts (5) & Coffee
Thermos (2)

T-shirts (3)

No

Recognition from BMES
Build Team

Posters,
Competitions, Tshirts

Posters, Competitions

No

We appreciate all levels of sponsorship!
bmes.seas.ucla.edu
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Thank You!
Thank you for your time and consideration. We would greatly appreciate any support as we
continue to provide information, direction, and networking opportunities for our members. A
sponsorship response form is included on the following page.

For more information about BMES at UCLA and the benefits of sponsorship, or for any
questions and concerns, please contact:
Eva Chen, President
(909) 689-6797
evachen96@ucla.edu
Mandy Hung, Internal Vice President
(909) 532-3770
hung.mandy.15@gmail.com
Derek Hung, External Vice President
(626) 383-6703
derekjhung@engineering.ucla.edu

Thank you again for your support!
bmes.seas.ucla.edu
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One-Year Sponsorship Response Form
Company Name: _________________________________________________________
Name: ____________________________________ Title: ________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________
E-mail: ________________________________ Phone: __________________________
Contact Preference: Email / Phone
Amount of Donation: ___________________
Do you wish to hold a company/institution info session during the year? Y / N
Would you like to specifically sponsor the yearlong BMES at UCLA Build Team? Y / N
Does your company have jobs or internships available to our members? Y / N
Comments (i.e. donations to be used for specific event): __________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Please return form with any checks (payable to BMES at UCLA) to:
BMES at UCLA
420 Westwood Plaza
Room 5121 Engineering V
PO Box 951600
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1600
*We also accept PayPal – Please inquire for more information

bmes.seas.ucla.edu
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